Philanthropic fun
MU soccer team ends season on a winning note

Sigma Nu, sorority sisters swing to help Toys for Tots
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Tenants fight for Spartan City

rahari lIi.

Daily sta photograp er

Leticia Gonzalez expresses her dis-sltisfaction
about the tearing down of Spartan (7ity.

By Frank Michael Russell
Daily staff writer
Spartan City residents say they are determined to fight
SJSU President Gail FuIlenon’s decision to close the South
Campus housing site.
"Fullerton needs to recognize a need for our housing
here," said Spartan City resident Leo Johnson at a residents’ meeting Saturday.
If meetings planned this week with Willie Brown, university housing director. and Robert Martin. dean of student
services. are not successful, residents will consider further
action including a protest at Saturday’s football game
against Long Beach State. Johnson said.
Saturday’s game will he held in Spartan Stadium,
across Seventh Street from the housing site, and is considered important for the Spartans.
It may attract many alumni who could he sympathetic
iii the residents’ cause, Johnson said.
"Squeaky wheels get oiled," said Johnson’s wife
Nancy, a nursing student and president of the Spartan City
Families Association.
The group plans to ask for the budget figures and state
lire officials’ report that led to the decision to close the site.
Leo Johnson said.
The organization also plans to seek support front the
Associated Student,, hoard of directors at its meeting minor -

U.S. misinformed
about Nicaragua,
diplomat says
By Dan Kier
Daily staff writer
Nicaragua is being bled to death, and the
American people don’t know about the country
their government is trying to overthrow.
according the consul general of Nicaragua.
Since 1981. 36,000 people have lost their
lives in Nicaragua, a country with a population
of 3.1(10.000. said Leonor Arguello Huper, Nicaragua’s consul general in Washington D.C..
in a recent on-campus interview.
Huper stopped at SJSLI during a tour of
California "to make the people of the United
States aware of what the facts are in Nicaragua."
"You are told here in this country what
someone wants you to hear, and it is not all
truth.
"You had about 58.000 dead in Vietnam,
and we have 36010 dead, Comparing the populations of our countries, that means a lot lor
us." Huller said.
"I find that so many students in this country don’t know many things about other countries." /Riper said. "They don’t know practically anything about Latin America.
While in California. Huper is staying with
Ben Muhly. SJSU urban and regional planning
professor and Nicaraguan peace activist.
Muhly said he met her shortly after Nicaraguan
diplomats were expelled from the United States
in 1983.
"Don’t judge Nicaragua by your standards. We have lived with very little and are
prepared to use with very little." Huper said.

’Squeaky wheels get oiled.’
Nancy Johnson
Spartan City resident
row and will contact representatis es in the state Legislature
including Assemblyman John Vasconcellos. 1) -San Jose.
and Sen. Alfred E. Alquist. 1) -San Jose. he said.
Fullerton approved the decision to close the married
and single -parent student housing site Oct ii
Residents were informed of the decision in a letter
Nos. 3.
Spartan City would close in August 1988 under the
plan. displacing some 250 residents and putting an end to
family housing at SJSU. the onls school in the California
State Um ersus ss stem now pros id fly
Any new housing on the site. aHider a 1947 law goserning the construction at campus residences. would he for single students. Fullerton said last week.
’Only if you have more housing than you have student
demand, do you house others.’* Fullerton said
Housing director Brown has said the complex costs the
university S30.000 a year and state fire officials found
safety problems on the site.
Resident David Marsland. an electrical engineering

ii
student. disagreed 1,1 Iii Ii
statement. saying Spartan
(
is one ol the sates( places Ins lamilv has lised.
’I can’t imagine a sater place to raise kids For under
5200 anywhere in San Jose.’ ’ Marsland said
Spartan City apartments rent tor $165 and $200. Residents must take nine units a semester to live in the complex.
Art student Kay Norton said the closing would !Once
her to cut hack plans tar her degree.
She wanted to seek a bachelor of line arts degree hut
now will have to settle lor a ILA . she said
Norton said she’ll ha% e Iii look or ltill-time work so
site can start saving money tor When she has to move.
Finding someone it, care Itir her two children will he an
additional burden, she said
Residents urged the university to consider assistance
I rom the eits to rebuild low-income family housing on the
site.
Fullerton has said a report us San Jose Mercury News
columnist Pat Dillon of a conversation between her and San
Jose City Councilman Jim Beall was "essentially a figment
of Mr. Di (tin’s yers crealit e murnalistic imagination.’
According to the column. Beall discussed the possibilus of the city loaning SJSI.’ reties elopment agency funds
designated or low- and 1114)deraw-mcome housing l’or rebuilding Spartan City .
Doily stall writer Brian I edrriw I.,mtributed to this article

Flower power

"But we are going to survive."
The per capita income in Nicaragua - a
country smaller than the state ot New York -was $720 in 1980. one year after military dictator Gen. Anastasio Somoza was driven out of
the country by the Sandinistas. according to the
1986 Information Please Almanac.
"In the Somoza era you could find a supermarket with everything from Aunt Jeminta
to tissue paper, Huper said. "Nowadays you
can find only the basics, hut now everyhody
can buy them.
During Somota’s reign only the richest 6
percent of the population could use the supermarkets with a large variety of U.S. goods, she
said.
Now, with the Sandinista government, all
of the people can use the supermarkets, but
there is a small variety of goods. !taper
said.There are many scarcities in the Nicaraguan economy, hut the people will endure, she
said.
The U.S. people not only don’t know
about the Nicaraguan economy hut they don’t
know about the many legal rights that pilot Eugene Hasenfus has been granted in his trial, she
said.
Hasenfus. 45, was shot down in a C-123
cargo plane while allegedly transporting arms
and ammunition for a company called Corporate Air Transport to the U.S.-hacked Contra
rebels on Oct. 5. according to a Los Angeles
Times report.
liasenfus threw himself on the mercy of
See NICARAGUA, page 6

.
Rachel Haney. a senior in psychology,
admires the red and orange canna lilies

outside the Administration Building.
Harvey said she wishes the Spartan

l photographer

Daily had color photographs because of
the brilliance of the flow ers.

A.S. director upset
Questions fly as dorm students feud
over CSU financial fees in campus spoof of TV game show
Auxiliary services get student money
By Andy Bird
Daily staff writer
The university business office is taking
student money away from the Associated Students to pay for auxiliary services provided
by administration, and Bob Gunter. A.S. director of California State Student Affairs.
doesn’t like it.
The A.S. will pay $17.600 for services
that three years ago cost less than $7.5o0,
Gunter said.
"Student moneys collected by the A.S.
should go to fund student services, activities
and programs," he said.
"In my mind, custodianship (charges)
are not a legitimate use of student funds."
Gunter said.
The California State University Administrative Code requires the chief fiscal officer
at each university to act as a custodian, or
watchdog, over A.S. funds.
The code also requires the custodian to
charge for this and auxiliary services.
Custodianship charges are for accounting and other fiscal services, while auxiliary
charges include personnel, mailroom and
purchasing services.
Using state funds to provide services for
non-educational purposes is a misuse of taxpayer money. said John Hillyard. chief of

auxiliary and business services for CSU.
The Legislature and governor’s office
allocate money to CSU for education, not to
provide fiscal and auxiliary services. Hillyard
added.
"It goes hack to the basic law," he said.
"any auxiliary organization should he selfsupport ing . "
Gunter’s reaction is to a plan to charge
the A.S. up to $36,000 a year.
The plan was implemented by Connie
Sauer, who as associate executive vice president of business affairs is SJSU’s chief fiscal
officer, he said.
Through a series of surprise audits, the
CSU office of auxiliary and business services
has been cracking down on universities that
have not charged their student governments
and other campus organizations for these
services, Sauer said.
"We were lucky during our last audit."
Sauer said. "We weren’t written up, hut I
saw that other campuses were."
While the A.S. was charged $9,000 the
past two years. the plan is to charge 517,600
this year. $27,000 in 1987-88, and 536.000
in 1988-89, she said.
The money to cover these charges comes
See CNA RCM’S , page 6

By Scott G. Hamilton
Daily staff writer
With toothbrushes in hand, the cavity
creep-fighting Crest family went head -tohead with the Dong family -- Ding, Wrong.
Pony. Long and Harry - in the lirst round of
the battle.
The lira question was read. "Name a
part of a man’s hotly that a woman is attracted
to," the hostess said to Cecil Crest and Ding
Pony.
Hands flew. The hell rang. But the top
answer turned out to he "eyes," not one of
the more graphic possibilities the audience
shouted out.
Obviously, it was not your typical Friday night on campus.
The scene was the Dining Commons.
which for one night became the set of "Family Feud." SJSU-style. The dorm -student
families were make-believe, hut the madhouse intensity among contestants was not.
The Hoover Irregulars were there. So
were the Hoe Dads, a real "down-home"
hunch. Schmidt beer 12 -pack cartons became
headgear for one West Hall team, not to he
outdone by the most athletic -looking team.
Moulder Hall’s own Jock Offs.
Besides having a good time, each team
paid its $2.51) entry fee in search of the same
thing: fabulous prizes. The West Hall Activity Council. which sponsored the event, provided dinner prizes from five popular restau-

Popular drinking games’
put the Aliens ahead, but
the Beaches came roaring
back with ’excuses for
breaking a date.
rants for first place and Wednesday Night
Cinema tickets for second.
The riches weren’t up to par with the
510010 TV prize. hut neither was much of
the play.
Stepping up for their moment in the
limelight, players were greeted by Rhonda.
not Richard. Dawson. Rhonda, better known
as junior advertising major Susie Salminen,
said she volunteered for the spot because she
"had the biggest mouth, probably." among
activity council staffers.
It was a good thing, too, because a henken microphone forced Salminen to yell the
proceedings over the crowd’s considerable
racket. Al game’s end, she sounded like Rod
Salminen es-en
Stewart s little sister.
smooched each male player on the cheek.
During play. no one had trouble guessing that business was the No. I response to
’’name your favorite major.- "Things you
do alone" gave them some trouble, though.

Neias did "name your favorite TV shov,
ther "sex’’ nor "Family Feud" made either
survey. hut players gave each a shot anyway.
After sonic elimination rounds that were
exciting, and some that were not, the feud
boiled down to just two teams.
The Beach Team from West Hall’s
fourth floor approached the "setwith Beach
Boys blaring and "Spuds MacKenzie’’ look alike in tow.
Nursing sophomore Karen Hamatani,
electrical engineering senior Richard Yoshioka, marketing junior Melissa Stone and
the Montenegro brothers, business junior
Marcos and electrical engineering sophomore
Gonzalo (Spuds), sited up their competition.
the Allen’s Family.
Their championship duel resulted in the
longest contest of all "Popular drinking
games" put the Aliens ahead, hut the
Beaches came roaring hack with "excuses for
breaking a date." They looked like sure winners after sweeping the "things you do with
one hand’’ category.
But when the dust settled, the tide had
turned in the Allen’s favor. They took the
"things you moisten" category and the
championship.
Spuds Beach looked thoughtful as he
stepped down following defeat. Perhaps he
was pondering the esoteric breakthrough of
the evening: the Spartan Pub was named as
"a popular nightclub."
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Immigration law will foster hatred
tic iic, immigration los pa.sed recently hy Congo:,
and signed int() law Thursday by President Reagan will
bring hack a hate campaign against people of color, especially Hispanics. It will give the U.S. Border Patrol a license to terrorize.
The plan allows for all illegal aliens who can prove that
they have lived in the United Stales since Jan I. 1982 to be
able to apply for U.S. citizenship. But what is going to happen to the rest, the people who aren’t fortunate enough to he
able to prove they have been here that long?
Employers will have to verify the status of all new
hires by examining two of these documents: a U.S. passport, a U.S. birth certificate or a Social Security card and a
driver license. This provision will
cause employers to think twice
about hiring Hispanic people, because they will figure it is much easier not to hassle with it.
And how is the government going to monitor hiring practices? It’s impossible.
Another thing the hill will bring about is a big black
market in fake papers. Even now, a fake green card can he
bought for little cost. Also, forged rental receipts, which
figure to he one of the principal ways aliens will have to
prove residency . ill hnng a high price from landlords, furthering injustices
There is thi prevailing attitude among segments of
American society that have this paranoia concerning people
of color. And it’s been going on for a long, long time.
The Europeans who came here treated the indigenous
peoples of North America much like a whore, using the
people and the land until it wasn’t fun anymore and then
cast them aside. But at least a whore gets paid for his or her
efforts. The natives just got screwed.
The Mexicans were plain ripped off of their lands by
the Anglos, who said Mexicans weren’t deserving of such
beauty. Can you imagine the egos of people at that time,
and the prevailing attitudes they had toward anyone not of
their own skin color?
This racism is what the United States was built on.
Without slaves. the South couldn’t have prospered as it did.
Without the insensitivities the Pilgrims had towards the Indians. there may not have been settlers. And without the
Mexican -American War, the West Coast may still he owned
by Mexico.
The point is, the United States has always used people

Opinion

Oscar
Guerra

of color as long as it served their personal gain, but when
they asked for the same rights as everyone else, they are
perceived as a threat to the majority.
The new law will only give lip-service to those paranoid of having California and the west taken over by minorities. But it will also open new avenues for illegal immigrants to appear legal, including a black market for issuing
counterfeit green cards.
The absence of Mexican labor would considerably hurt
California’s agricultural economy and will drive up food
prices if farmers are forced to hire more domestic workers.
Migrant workers do the jobs that American.% wouldn’t do.
Even though they are for the most part underpaid, the wages
they make here are still way above what they could make in
their country.
Even now, the U.S. Border Patrol has the right to terrorize Hispanics they think are illegal aliens. but at the same
time don’t look for black. Asian or white illegal aliens.
Besides, they could triple the border patrol forces and
still not effectively hold hack the tide of illegals coming
across the borders. Even spies are amazed at the ease they
can come and go. Instead of trying to plug a fkaid with their
finger, the United States should work more with Mexico to
try to better economic conditions in that country, perhaps by
making it to the advantage of big business to establish plants
there.
The Mexican people are crying for help, and instead of
helping, we keep dumping more funds in a program that has
proved to he inept.
The new hill is just one more in a long series of racist
moves by some parts of Anglo-American society intended
to keep people of color from ever forgetting the past, so it is
doomed to repeat its mistakes

Try to ignore Rec Center whiners
Those who are complaining about the inconvenien,
caused by the Rec Center construction are showing (la,.
symptoms of an SJSU-induced disease -- selfish apathy.
The symptoms are classic:
Annoying Whining -- When SJSU students and faculty discover they have to make a short detour around the
construction site, they emit a high-pitched wolf-like wail
that can he translated as "It’s s0000000 far to the Student
Union and my feeeeeeeet hurt.
Persistent Moaning - Those who voted against the
Rec Center can he heard sobbing incoherently about the outrageous SIO per semester fee increase. The moans are most
pitiful when reverberating through the student fee -constructed Student Union on a rainy day.
Incessant Babbling -- Frenzied choruses of "I’ll
never get to use it. I’ll never get to use it" ring through the
campus as students dash to their
cars to he first out of the garage.
They sit in their homes. miles
away from campus. catatonically mumbling -We don’t
need it. We don’t need it. I don’t like sports. I don’t like
concerts.
Indignation Indigestion - Stomach acids gurgle and
churn as the anti-Rec contingent try to figure out how they
could have possibly lost the student vote that has led to this
: campus decay. Instead of antacids, the Rec wreckers might
say another vote (the fourth) on the issue would soothe their
ulcerated minds. er, stomachs.
The people who are most susceptible to the selfish apathy syndrome (SAS) have psychologically recognizable traits. Extended conversations bring out these traits, but he
wary of spending too much time with them since they are
contagious:
Some people can’t he slightly
Short-sightedness
inconvenienced for two years over something that will give
students pleasure for decades. They can’t take pride in leaving a legacy for future generations because they only see the
relatively miniscule amount of money and inconvenience
they pay now.
Most people think you should
Self-centeredness
get what you pay for in the form of goods or services. These
same people probably feel ripped off if the net value of their
Christmas presents doesn’t equal what they spent on gifts.
They can’t he satisfied knowing they gave a square
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Brian
Fed row
foot of something to people who will never thank them.
Impatience
People cry that it’s noisy and congested and SJSU doesn’t look nice anymore. Big deal.
SJSU wasn’t the most stunning example of architecture and
landscape before the Rec (and the Engineering Building)
demolition started.
They’re not constructing a house of cards or a teepee
out there, but the Rec haters seem to think buildings should
appear overnight like quarters from the tooth fairy.
Most studies have found that the syndrome is usually
not fatal, unless a Rec supporter gets tired of hearing the
endless moaning, whining and babbling of the SAS sufferer
and kills him with a bulldozer.
Treatments for SAS vary and not all of them are painful. The most widespread attempt to cure selfish apathy has
been the use 01 verbal reason and logic by concerned students and staff. Some other methods of treatment have been
less successful, though certainly more fun:
Shock treatment
Electricity costs make this
method too expensive.
Public flogging with a riding crop
Still seems to
work better on horses.
Being forced to learn every possible way to fulfill
general -education requirements -- Much too cruel.
The hest way to deal with an SAS patient in everyday
life is to treat them like everyone else. They aren’t lepers.
They don’t have AIDS. They have a syndrome that probably will never he cured completely in their lifetime.
Try not to recoil in horror and disgust when you realize
they have the disease, since that will only alienate them further. In the meantime, remember that you have won at least
one battle.
The Rec Center will be built whether they like it or not.

(THIS GUY’S A
RIOT! EH,C_OMRADE?
WHERE’D HE
GET SUCH SILLY
IDEAS?
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Letters to the Editor
A.S. taking students for a ride
Editor,
This is in response to "A.S. votes to pay former member $l .0(X) for work." and "KSJS travel reimbursement
denied," (Nov. 7) and "Program board granted leeway,"
(Oct. 24).
The Associated Students board of directors thinks it
can send SJSU student money on a ride down a mine shaft.
In October, the A.S. showed it mightn’t have any concept of right and wrong when it waived its own rules to send
six program hoard directors on a $906 trip all the way across
town to the Red Lion Inn.
Wednesday. the A.S. proved its irresponsibility beyond a shadow of a doubt. During a single meeting. the
A.S. refused to allow radio station KSJS to spend its own
money and then threw S1,000 to the wind in hiring a former
student as a consultant.
The A.S. refused to bend any rules to allow KSJS to
spend $956 of the station’s own money to reimburse two
representatives sent to New York for a conference.
A.S. President Tom Boothe’s official A.S. excuse is
that KSJS didn’t follow the proper procedures.
Well Tom Boothe, chew on the facts for a minute.
Two weeks ago it was perfectly OK for the A.S. to waive
the procedures so its own program hoard could go on the
luxurious San Jose trip. But now that KSJS wants the A.S.
to bend a few procedures so KSJS can spend its own
money, the answer is "no way."
Who is the A.S. trying to fool?
No one apparently, since the A.S. also saw fit
Wednesday to pick student pockets for $1 ,000 to hire former A.S. member and Boothe’s pal Paul Sonneman for
two weeks as a consultant.
The high-falutin’ white horse the A.S. is riding is beginning to take on the color of a dirty diaper.
I was not born yesterday. I know when someone is trying to take me for a ride and that someone is the A.S.
Herb Muktarian
Senior
Journalism

’Amerika’ winning converts
Editor,
So Stew Hintz finally wrote a column I agree with.
Never thought it could happen.
Between the merry jaunts across town to stay at posh
hotels and the miserly treatment of KSJS and GALA.
among other groups. I’d written off our beloved Associated
Students as a had, ongoing joke. But this latest move makes
me wanna puke.
Really.
The Daily should roast this rotten regime over an open
fire and then scatter the ashes. To pay an outrageous fee to a
college drop-out for nothing is hardly what I cough up student fees for, thank you.
Tom Boothe and his dearest, hest friend Paul Sonneman should look up the term "political nepotism."
Julie Tilsner
Senior
Journalism/Art History

My dorm is noiser than your dorm
Editor,
If anyone thinks the construction of the Rec Center is
too loud, he or she should live in either Washburn, Royce or
Hoover Halls. In these halls, we put up with the 6 to 8 a.m.
traffic in the Seventh Street garage. This has been going on
everyday for many years and won’t stop.
The accelerating cars and the car horns match the volume of noise of the construction.
Just think of the people in Hoover Hall who live with
both the parking garage noise and the construction noise.
If we should he sympathetic to the residents in Joe
West Hall, we should he equally or more sympathetic to the
residents in Hoover Hall.
Marcey Manning
Sophomort
Meteorology

Letter Policy

The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write
letters to the editor for publication on this page. This
is a page that gives you an opportunity to air your
views on important issues.
Deliver the letters to the Spartan Daily office.
Dwight Bente! Hall, Room 208, or to the Student
Union Information Desk.
Mt letters must bear the writer’., name, major,
telephone number and class standing.
Telephone numbers and anonymous letters will
not be printed.
The Dads’ reserves the right to edit letters for
libel and length.
The ()pinions appearing on the forum page are
the opinions of the individual writer.

Extra
tlitEditors’
Suzanne
Espinosa
American dreams
"America has far too many people whose abilities are never awakened,"
National Commission
on the Role and Future
of State Colleges and Universities
So, let them sleep. Maybe they find comfort in
their dreams.
College or "higher education" isn’t for everyone.
But, a national commission headed by former
Secretary of Education Terrel H. Bell says the state ol
American education is a living nightmare because the
majority of Americans lack knowledge and have not
developed intellectually.
"With a high school dropout rate ranging from
25 to 50 percent and with almost 10 percent of our
total population functionally illiterate, who can deny
that we have a massive population of undereducated
people?" asks the report.
The question alone points out that the problem as
not at the higher education level. But, the commission
wants to double the number of college -educated adults
by the year 2(XX).
Right That’ll help.
As the principal of a high school on the Peninsula
once put it, "Some of the dumbest people I ever knew
had Ph.Ds. Giving a person a degree doesn’t necessarily give him wisdom.
Even the wizard of Oz knew that.
But at least with a college degree you know
there’s a great chance the person can read, write and
learn logically those basics that elementary, secondary and high schools are supposed to be teaching.
The 56-page report released by the commission
yesterday links the lack of college education with
crime and unemployment.
Jeer, what ever happened to all those occupations
between crime and college degrees? I suppose food
service, sales and clerical workers are signs of the nation’s "staggering waste and dissipation."
The report attempts to resurrect a national awareness similar to the awakening brought on by the 1983
report, "A Nation At Risk," which warned of a "rising tide of mediocrity" in schools and likened their
condition to "a unilateral act of disarmament."
Well, the only people fighting against mediocrity
are those who think they’re better than average the
educated, socially -ranked individuals with degrees
whose theoretical, analytical grace often outweigh’,
their social and interpersonal qualities. You know,
they’re obnoxious, they smell and they’re smart.
What good is intellect if the majority of people
won’t listen to you because they can’t tolerate your
presence for more than five minutes?
But, education is like religion, Some of those
who have it think they have logo out and save the rest
of the poor souls who otherwise will not live an adequate life, or afterlife, without it.
The commission basically wants to curb the
growth of the "American underclass."
Blah.

Leave them alone. They’re going lobe
O.K. and yes they can also experience happiness driving trucks and pushing a broom.
The only people who see them as an inferior pan
of society are the ones who think they’re superior.
They thrive on "the poor souls" they deem as mediocre to inflate their own egos, and in the process, do
more damage than good by incessantly reminding the
"undereducated" that they’re inadequate.
College degrees don’t make better people. They
make people think they’re better. They open doors to
classy offices, homes and cars you know, the kinds
of things that ensure happiness.
What we need is solid basic education that could
he learned by the time a person graduates from high
school. College should he accessible to all those who
choose to enhance their abilities.
And to those whose abilities are already enhanced who simply need to serve time to get their
label: have patience.
Suzanne Espinosa Is the city editor. Editors’
Extra is an open forum for editors who) appear on a
rotating basis every Tuesday and Thursday.

Ocomilmil Mwo
Environmental group
Decreased school spending
attacks whale industry
means ’suicide,’ report says
Spartan Daily/Tuesday, November I I, 1986

WASHINGTON (API
A national commission says the United States is risking "national suicide" unless it sharply increases spending on its
schools and colleges.
The commission, headed by former Secretary
of Education Terrel H. Bell. rebuked President Reagan and others who have sought to cut aid for college
students in its report commissioned by a national
college group.
Academic and civic leaders called in the report
for a domestic Marshall Plan to nearly double the
number of college -educated adults by the turn of the
century.
The Marshall Plan was the multibillion -dollar
U.S. aid package that helped Europe rebuild after
World War II.
"Public officials who propose budget rectal,:
tions in education at a time when the republic is
handicapped by the burden of an undereducated populace are unthinkingly abetting an act of national suicide... the Bell commission said. "Their priorities
are wrong."
The 56-page report. "To Secure the Blessings
of Liberty.** was prepared for the American sso
elation of State Colleges and Universities. w huh is
holding its annual meeting in Phoenix Bell ad
dressed the group yesterday on the recommendations.
The 22 -member panel included Arkansas Goy
Bill Clinton and former Mississippi Gov. William
Winter, as well as a half -dozen college presidents.
the heads of both national teacher unions and the
chancellor of New York ( ity ’s shicurls
The association represents .172 four-year campuses that enroll 2 5 million students and award a
third of all bachelor degrees.
It urged states to keep college tuitions as low as
possible, in part to help recruit more minority slit
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’Public officials who propose
budget reductions in education
at a time when the republic is
handicapped by . . . an
undereducated populace are
unthinkingly abetting an act of
national suicide.’
Terre! H. Bell,
Former secretary of education
dents and stop the growth of "an American underclass." It also urged the state colleges to take the
lead in producing the I million new teachers needed
by public schools in the nest decade, and to help cut
the dropout rate in half
The commission criticized states for curtailing
spending on remedial programs Remedial education
is ill he needed "lor the loreseeable future in the
state colleges. it said
The report’s pungent language echoed the 1983
7 A Nation at Risk.’ report by the National Comniission ill Evi el ICIir r
PM. %Filch Bell appointed that
w ai tied uil a "rising tide of mehook .ind likened their coialition
dium it\ in I s
to "a imitate] al ao ill disarmament. It spurred
many state to raise high school gradudation standards ;Ind hoica school hudgeis.
I ram( all, tor the American people_ the federal student imam
pitigiain today is on the
chopping rlock iii Washington." the report said,
claiming that the real dine of he tederal aid has

that members (il the organization infilREYKJAVIK. Iceland (AP)
saboteurs trated Iceland’s whaling industry in
Sledgehainnier-wielding
wrecked Iceland’s only plant for pro- August with instructions to act at a
cessing whale oil and other byproducts tame when there would be no threat to
lallen 25 percent since President Reagan took office during the weekend. and yesterday an human life.
Watson. a Canadian. said the acinternational ens ininmental group
ill 1951
tion was delayed because of the U.S.Bell served an Reagan’s Cabinet for four of claimed responsibility for the attack.
Sov
let summit in Reykjavik last
The Sea Shepherd Conservation
those years and went before Congress to defend the
president’s cuts in student aid. But Bell said in a Society, which earlier took responsibi- month. Alter that, "at the first opportelephone interview that he always battled inside the lity Mr the sinking of two of Iceland’s tunity,. when they found the ships unadministration with then -budget director David four whaling ships before dawn Sun- manned, they scuttled them.’’ he said.
day . said it had infiltrated Iceland’s
Joanna Forwell. a spokeswoman
Stockman over those cuts.
Hell’s slap at budget -cutters drew a sharp re- whaling industry in an effort to save fuir Sea Shepherd, said in Vancouver
that the same saboteurs carried out
joinder front his successor, Secretary of Education the whales.
both attacks and then left Iceland. She
William J. Bennett.
Iceland said it would seek to ex
"This is taxpayer money and we have a right to trudite any foreign saboteurs involved. said they opened bottom valves on the
two 430-ton boats. livalur band Hvaask about how it’s being spent." he said.
The Sea Shepherds operate primarily
Bennett’s chief of staff. William Kristol. called out of the United States and Canada lur 7. in Reykjavik harbor.
Kristian Lofisson, manager of the
it "silly, overblown rhetoric." He said real spending hut have followers in other countries.
11% altar Whaling Co. which owns the
on higher education has doubled in the past 20 years
No one was injured in the forays
while enrollments soared. "It’s not clear that quality early Sunday, hut heayy damage was boats and the whaling station, said the
attacks occurred early Sunday.
has kept up with quantity." he said.
done.
Magnus ()Iasson, foreman of the
The Bell commission acknowledged wideThe Sea Shepherd Conservation whaling station on livalljoredur fjord.
spread concern about college standards, and it urged
all publi, campuses to have their faculties decide Society has accused Iceland of con- 50 miles north of the Icelandic capital,
what minimum level of academic skills students ducting illegal commercial whaling in said the factory looked like it was hit
the guise of scientific research. Al- by an air raid and was now inoperable.
should tuaster by the end of their sophomore year.
Byproducts processed at the plant
The report said nearly 50 million American though Iceland abides by the Internafaint lies have never had a college graduate in their tional Whaling COMIllisSi011’s decision included whale oil and bone meal.
Olalsson said the vy reckers used
to halt commercial whaling until 1090.
households
It set a goal of hay lug 35 percent of adults hold the North Atlantic island permits the sledgehammers ’ hr destroy every thing
college diplomas hy the year 2001. Currently, 19 killing oh 200 is Illtles a y eat hurl re - in sight in the inun tactory building
and two smaller buildings housing
search.
percent 01 adults over age 25 are college graduates.
Sea Shepherd leader Paul Watson computers and other control equipBell. now as education professor at the University of Utah in Salt I.ake City, . said, "Ii ought to he said in Vitneuiiiyer. British Columbi,m. ment
easy to get in. hut we ought to make it more meaninglul and dill icult to get a degree,"
Peter Stein
The commission said, "Nothing short of a creaDry Toast
tive slate hy state effort to strengthen education at
all levels. comparable to the Marshall Plan in scope,
cost and dedication. can ensure the preservation 01
our democratic legacy for the 21st century

Reagan says no law violated in Iran deal
WASI \ ( (IN LAP)
Pres’ dent Reagan told his senior advisers
yesterday that 77nii IS. laws have or
will be violated" hy reported U.S.
arms sales to Iran and that the achnims(rat ion’s policy of no negotiations is ith
terrorists "remains intact.
his
spokesman said.
Presidential spokesman I any
Speakes issued the statement late ves-
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teiday iolloyy 1141 .1
the day between Reagan and Ins tor
advisers. The session was deyoted to
reviewing t.7 S. el iOrts ti AIM’S O IIIO
release ot the hostages as sti iii is our
other broad policy Clint erns in the
Middle East and the Pei si.ut
the spokesman said
Speakes said speed it di:Li-aims
Liken at the meeting could not he diulged. hut added the president "did
ids that it he re-emphasized thin no
I S. law 7. hay,. been or Mill he v to
ited and Mat out policy 01 not making
micessiiins to terrorists remains in -
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v), Inch Moe MISCH ’,MCC tIme release
David Jacobsen may put them and oil]
cry at risk Speak es said

Speakcs did not spet its "lilt Ii
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The spokesman said Me pre,’
dent, stressing that the hostages’ I i s
Were at slake. asked Ills dill sirs tit
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ensure that their departments refrain
I rom making comments or speculating
about these matters."

nior ads isers on ihis matter. there was
unanimous support tor the president.
Speakes said.

Spaakes said that attending yesterday ’s meeting MOW VICO President
tieorge litish. Secretary ol State
(
Shultz. 1)efense Secretary
Caspar Weinberger. (’IA Director
William Casey . Attorney General
Edw in Meese. Chief of Stall Donald
Regan and the president’s national
security adviser. Vice Adm. John
Pollute suer.

Congressional leaders has e said
they intend to investigate whether the
National Security Council has 7heen
used to circumvent Congress. the State
Department and the Pentagon in arranging reported arms sales to Iran in
evehange lor U S hostages.

".-As was the case in similiar
meetings with the president and his se-

Shultz. who earlier indicated discomlon tiyer the rep(Irted l’.S. arms
deal. has told associates he has no intention of stepping down. as some reports have speculated

Spartaguide
The Associated SilltIOMS Leisure
Services us building sic n .ups ha a Turkey Trot race trout S ;tan to 5 pan
today through NOV . 25 at the Leisure
Services office nest to the Fut, call
Jeff Games at 277-2858 Mr information.
The India Student Assik ’anon
will hold a meeting trom Ill 11) a m to
noon today in the Student [mon Almaden Room. Call Ray i Rights an at
14151443-1733 for intormation
Student A sso
The Hine! Jess I
ciatfim will hold its weekly Lunch and
Learn meeting at noon today at the
Campus Christian C’enter, Call Sandra
Silver at 294-8311 for information.
Go to Saturday’s game in good
gin with Sigma Delia Chi,
company
The Society of Professional Journalists, SJSU student chapter. Look for
the SDX banner ()11 the soccer field at
1030 a .m . Prospect lye members welcome . Call Mariann at 277, 1752 lor
information.
Career Planning and Placement
ill conduct a seminar on high de
mound career opportunities at 12:.111
p.m, today in the Student Union Cos
tanoan Room. Call Cheryl Allmen ii
277-2272 for information.
M

The SJSU Physics Chit,
cvt
a videotape by Francis Even t
ing Relativity With an Orbiting Gyros,
cope." at 1:30 p.m today in the Set
ence Building. Room 239. Call
Mahbouheh Galavi or Mark Blocking
:it 277-2422 for information. ,
The Circle K club will! hold H.
weekly meeting at 1 0 p.m. Wildy ill
the Student Union Pacheco Room.
Call Tom at 269-2350 for information.
The Asian -American Christian
Fellowship will hold its weekly meeting at 7 p.m. today in the Student
Union Costanoan Room. Call Don
Chin at 997-7808 for information.

Pomp@ Tokens
*C.o. FoircutIves
Christi. Boon Amy Chan. Duane
Jackie FRIT. Suzanne FtilIndill I

The president denied any violation of U.S. law
or administration policy and disputed media
reports saying the United States traded arms for
the freedom of American hostages.

The Campus Crusade for Christ
will present "Tuesday Nile Live" at
7:15 p.m. today in the Associated Students Council Chambers. Call Dan
Ryder at 294-4249 for information_

Otter

The Spartan Oriocci will hold a

general meeting tit 7:30 p.m. today mm
the Student Union Almaden Room
Call John Yuen at 374-1966 for intim
mation
The Inter -Residence Hall Association Vs ill hold a meeting to improve
dormitory file at 7:30 p.m. today in the
conference room on the second floor
ol West Hall. Call the IRHA office at
277- 5997 or inliirmation.
The SJSU Campus Democrats
will hold a meeting at noon tomorrow
in the Associated Students Council
Chanthers Call Roger Wert at 926140 I or liihn I ’telt at (4151 574-4565
1(vr intormation
The Faculty Book Talk will sponsor a talk by psychology Prof. Bud
Andersen about the hook. "Habits of
ilk. I !cart. at 12:30 p.m. tomorrow at

the rim i1,11, Chits Call Prot. David
2700 tor information.
McNeil :II
The Akbay an hilipino-American
Club cviii iccept nominations for
spring semester MI icers at 2:30 p III
tomorrow in the Student Union Ali
den Room Call Alan Alabasti- ,
926-4 I 60 for information.
The Human Resource
tration Club will hold a meeting ii
p.111. tomorrow in the Student Union
Almaden Room. Call Denise ROMillItt
at 297-7393 Mr mbirmation.
The Business:Protessii)nal Advertising Association will hold a meeting on current trends and opportunities
in consumer and business -to -business
advertising at 6 p.m. tomorrow in the
Student Union Ballroom. Call Dave at
448- 1614 tor information.

"I knew it would happen someday .
like balloons’

just
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1arching Band and the Spartan Spectrums dance team perform at the Stanford Stadium during halftime. I he Band has a long-standing risalry with Stanford,

II.
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Ju in Bennett- latlysta p otographer
scot’ Pierson, Spartan Marching Band
director, leads a drill on South Campus.

Spartan Marching Band plays upon school spirit
By Karin I.. small
Deity stab writer

66

And

the Primule of the
Spartans. the Spartan
Maattarching Rand’
Down on the sidelines ot Spartan Stadium. Just hx:lore
halftime. 129 bodies stand riseted at attention. clad in gold.
white and royal blue uniforms
Motionless until the brisk air is pierced by the sound of
a whistle, the group moves onto the field, marching in close
order, taking exactly 22 5 inch steps, Itillow lug the direction ol sophomore drum mapir Nelson Agregado. The Band
is ready or another shoe
The Band pertorim three or four intricate drills for
each shim , set to music arranged by the director. Once
again. the Band has done its stuff
The Band. as it is known. is a group id musically in
dined people, sonic ol whom are music majors. hut most 01

The Band is a group of musically inclined people . . . who come
together to do what they love most
perform.
whom are not. ssho come together to do what they love
most
perform
And how did this group rise from the relatise obscurity
of being a losing football team’s hand to the lofty position
of finally being given credit lor having more talent than that
offbeat hand trout Stanford?
Well, it’s a long story, hut if you’ve got the time
.
There was a ume when SJSU had no marching hand.
In the years from 1974 through 1977, the tans
watching Spartan football saw a high school marching hand
at halftime. The university just didn’t have the funds to
support a lull -time band.
As a result, such songs as "Ott Wisconsin’ and "Sons
of Westwood’’ followed Spartan touchdins is, and naturally
this didn’t go over too well 1 ’nfonimately no tine felt
strongly enough about ha% mg a hand to do anything about
the situation.
Scott Pierson, director of the Spartan Marching Band,
was a member of the group before it disappeared.
"I’d been a member of the hand since 1967, and it was
really sad to see it tall apart, but there wasn’t any money .
and no one seemed to care." said Pierson, 17, shaking his
head.
The man now in charge of a flourishing marching hand
program at SJSU entered the university himself in 1%7. a
clarinetist pursuing a music teaching degree.
"I always knew I wanted to become a musician, and it
was in my junior year of high school that I decided I’d
rather teach than perteirm. Pierson said.
Pierson received his B.A. trom SiS1.1 in 1972 and his
teaching credential in the spring of the following year.
Meanwhile, at the end of the 1977 tooth:ill season at
SJSU. some of the alumni began thinking about bringing
hack the marching hand. Enough interest was generated to
convince the university to begin funding the hand again.
’The Alumni Association agreed to guarantee half of
the hand director and his assistant’s salaries to uel this thing

rt.
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of the ground. Pierson said.
In the fall ol 1978. Pierson was hired as assistant dire%
tor of the hand under then -director P. Carl Chevallard.
’Recruiting started in ’78 and by fall we had about 115
people in the group, which was all brass at that time.’’ Pierson said.
’The drum corp style of all brass and percussion hands
was a big deal then, so vie decided to try IC’ Pierson said.
"1982 was the I irst year we had saves, and they
brought a whole new iserspective to the hand:* he said.
Pierson wrote all the arrangements arid the drills for the
hand between 1978 and 1982. The hand kept growing, appearing in the 198 I ’Tournament of Roses Parade, an honor
only they can
claimChevalard then decided to lease SJSU br Washington. D.C. and in fall 1981. Pierson took over the entire operation.
’It’s a job like any other, but fortunately I thoroughly
enjoy it.’’ Pierson said with a smile.
’ ’Thera’s nothing more exciting to watch outdoors than
a really well -trained marching hand, and there’s no better
feeling than to see and hear a hand just unloading on a
piece.’’ Pierson said.
"Of course I take pride in the fact that the music we
play is stuff lie arranged and the drills we march are ones
I’ve written, but it takes a great hand to make it work. and
I’ve got that too," he said
Pierson creates his shows in a cramped. window less
room in it corner of the Music Building - Room 151 to visitors.
Sharing his cubbyhole are a desk, a drill table marked
with lines to look like a football field, a piano and its bench,
a space heater and a pile of records that dale from way, way
back to Al Jarreau.
At any given time during the day, the area outside
Room 151 may he lilled anis as many as 10 or 15 hand
members. This area is known as the "lobby,’’ and has been
a hand hang-out for as long as there has been a hand office.
or a hand. for that matter.
It is the members’ own special spot, a place where they
gather to relax, catch up on gossip or grab 40 winks in the
recliner chair donated hy a considerate tnimpeter
Fiery Monday. Wednesday and Friday the Band rehearses Iroin 3:30 to 6:(X)pm.
Mondays are spent in Room ISO working on the
week’s show music. and the other two days are spent on the
South Campus field, at the corner of 10th and Alma streets.
Dere, while semitrailer trucks rumble by
never failing to put their own horns lo use - the hand learns drill, the
color guard learns nag work and the Spartan Spectrums
dance team learns yet another routine.
’ ’The band tries to learn a new show for every home
game, instead id repeating the same one week after week.’
Pierson said.
’This is much more of a challenge than high school
is as. when we’d learn one show a year and do it over and
trier.’ said senior business major and sax player Karen
Miller
For reasons ,.mipletely incomprehensible to Pierson
and the hand at SJSU, the Leland Stanford Junior Univer
sity Marching Band, which isn’t exactly the prototypical
college marching hand, gets a LOT of attention.
’Stanford’s hand is funny
they don’t take themselves seriously.’’ said Bully Terry. a 19-year-old sophomore sit, player. They’re hay mg fun and I guess that counts
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tor something. hut they- just go against what a marching
hand is ’
" fhe hand is always up for the Stanford game. simply
because Sian turd group has not always been the most
courteous of hosts.’’ Pierson said.
’Music folders or hats dropped on the field during an
SJSU performance always seem to disappear, and the year
we played the theme from ’F .T’ thousands ill Stanlordites
jangled sets ol cal key .. Pierson said.
hand is :in extended family to many tutl its e
The
hers, and a way iii emote musically while creating
and maintaining \ :doable I riendships.
"The Band is illy social lime.’ Miller said "Ir. like
being in a Enderlin% . only better, hecause vie aren’t lodged
by any-one. We lust all share a comnum hoe lot music "
The Band is Asti instrumental m primumng um % ersity
pride and spirit.
"I think the hand is :in important part ill SJS1. hexamc
we pros Me intisu-al and % isail entertainment ai loothall
gailles and at other school ILIIIiI111111. It’s not a mickey
mouse kind (I.I ..nu:mom as ’,Mlle %%mild behest.... I’lers011
said.
tar teXts
"Marching hand is lust like any other cla ss
are our halftime shires. and studenis are graded on xy holler
they come to rehearsal or [wt..’ Pierson said
Members of the hand themselves leel limunate to hate
an outlet for their musical talent and social interaction.
"I loved it, even though I was scared il , death when
Scott hollered at me on the first day of practice
that a as
awful." Miller said. laughing.
Even incoming freshmen find it ea.% to it in to the
hand scene.
"Coming here was such an improy einem oy et- high
school." said Allene Steele. an 18 -year -old Ireshman. " lts
good to he in a group where ey ery one is there because they

%cant to bt.. and they all warn tithe the hest. We march betlei- hocatise Inal altitude.( leating a talented marching hand takes a lot of work
ruin the director as well .is the students - and
alb I el hilt
whin il all hills together. vs hen the croud is on its feet he cause they knou Owy Ye putt seen a great :thou . the feeling
is hes ond description for eyery one ins oly ed, say the hand
members
.u
’Yo’re performing at a night game in front of tons of
people.- Ferry said. "You know you’ve done the drill a
I undred times and it’s perfect. Then you step off the line
and nothing else exists hut you and the drill and the music.
’There’s no other feeling like it, and when I’m old and
going to play the Spartan Band tapes to my grand kits and say ’I’m in there!’ "
. 1.111

I he only regret shared by Pierson and the hand is that
no inatiei h,,is viell the team pIty stir how. good the band is,
II, really care 111,1t the hand is there, and is taloilied. :Intl is slar% ing for attention.
Most members feel there ought to he college marching
hand ,olinseiiiIIMS sit ilia’ the band could show more people
use in San Jose how good they are.
It ,. x-011410,51. ue’d he one of the top hands, and in
againsi UM.’ or UCLA’s band, we’d have a
great chance ol Vk inning because of how well we march and
play .’" Miller said.
Asf or Pierson, he plans on being the leader of the
Soai tali Marching Band for "as long as the university will
has,. me. ’We’re making our iii’. in traditions here at SJSU. and
that’s .1 nice leeling,’ he said. ’Everyone should have a
healthy attitude :Mout s% hat it means to he in college. and I
think the band members all know what that attitude is."
Pierson paused a moment. a gleam in his eye. "Join
the band!’’ he said, closing the office door behind him.
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SJSU blanks Brown in season finale

II. 1986

Football team second
to Sooners in offense

Rrifid

By Greg Stryker
Daily staff writer
SJSU posted its third blowout
victory in a row . thanks to a finely
tuned ollensive machine that has
been playing error-free ball recently.
The Spartan offense, led by
fill-in quarterback Tony Locy, did
not commit any turnovers in its 48.
24 laugher over Fullerton State on
Saturday.
has made only
three turnovers in the last three
games. atter committing 33 in the
first seven games
The Spartans have outscored
their opponents 137-46 in the last
three games. averaging 45.6 points
in those contests SJSt ’ is leading
the nation in passing and is second
in total offense behind Oklahoma.
Except for a few underthrown
passes. Locy executed quite well in
his first starting assignment The
junior quarterback completed 22 of
33 passes or 278 yards and three
second-quarter touchdowns.
Locy completed more throws
and more touchdown passes than
the last five Spartan quarterbacks in
their 1 itst starting assignments.
Locy has now completed 65 percent of his passes.
The SJSU receiving duo of
Guy Liggins and Laic) Malauulu
added more yards to their impressive season totals.
se% en more
Liggins
had
catches for 99 j,ards. bringing his
season total to 938 j, ants

ad
nd-

ge

ii

mak

0

only

yards short of Tito Kearse’s 1981
school record.
Slalauulu caught only three
it,o.es hut made the best itt them.
gaining 86 yards for a 28.7 aNCrage. For the season, he has 53 receptions for 801 yards.
In the battle between running
hacks Rick Calhoun and Kenny
the top two hacks in the
Jackson
Jackson won hands
PCAA
down. Jackson. second in the conterence in rushing v,ith 1025 yards,
gained 134 yards on 18 carries.
The Titans’ Rick (’alhoun,
who leads the conference in rushing. was held to just 19 yards on
nine carries. Calhoun came into the
game averaging 115.1 yards per
contest.
Spartan notes:
The SJSU defense is ranked
third in the nation against the run.
allowing a microscopic 2.1 yards a
carry and 74.1 yards a game rushing.
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just missed with a high shot.
"We created a lot of really good
chances, like the one where Chase and

Picchi passed hack and forth and Picchi lust missed the shot." Menendez
said. -Thai was real good soccer, the
way it’s supposed to he played
The Spartan defense stilled the
Brown offensive attack.
SJSU goalkeeper Joe Gangale
had seven saves in the contest and got
his fifth shutout of the season.
"Early on I was a little shaky. hut
I got my head into ii and the defense
played really strong," Gangale said.
’I was stuck on tour (shutouts) for a
while.
"It’s a good way to end my career.’’
Gangale, along with Chase. Roll -
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By Len Gutman
staff writer
The SJSU soccer team ended its
season Sunday afternoon with a 3-0
non -conference victory over Brown
University (6-7-1) at Spartan Stadium.
The Spartans finished with a record of 8-9-3 overall, 1-5 in the Pacific
Soccer Conference and 2-3 in the
PCAA.
"I thought it was a good game."
SJSU coach Julie Menendez said.
"We played well throughout the game
and we really didn’t make any had
mistakes that the other team could capitalize on."
The breaks went the Spartans’
way in this contest.
SJSU got its first goal midway
through the first half, when a Brown
player headed the ball into his own
net.
Spartan sweeper Nick Rotteveel
took a free kick in front of the Bruin
net and was trying to get the hall to
teammate Steve Caldwell on the right
side of the goal.
But instead, Brown midfielder
Robert Hauck knocked the hall past
goalkeeper Terry Stanoch to give
SJSU the score.
The Spartans added a second goal
lust before the end of the first half.
when Scott Chase connected on a penalty kick after a Spartan player was
fouled in the penalty area.
"The goals we scored weren’t on
brilliant plays, hut we played well and
we finally meshed up front." Chase
said.
A couple Ill times in the contest.
SJSU just missed on some great scoring opportunities.
Chase set up midfielder Rich
Rollins on one play, and Rollins just
missed the net high.
Then a few moments later. Chase
set up forward Allen Picchi. who also
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The defense has 46 sacks,
which is 18 more than last season’s

cord of 61

Gangale notches
fifth shutout, 3-0

season. He now has 67 receptions
and could he the first Spartan to
gain 1,(XX) yards receiving.
Kenny Jackson became only
the filth hack in Spartan history to
rush tor 1 JNN) yards in a season.
Place-kicker Sergio Oliyare, needs eight points in the game
against Long Beach State to pass
Gerald Willhite’s season scoring
mark of 86 points.
SJSU finished the regular
season with a 6-I road mark, which
is the most road wins for the Spartans since the 1940 team went 7-0.
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Scott Chase scores on a penalty kick near the end of the first half in the Spartans’ sictory user Brown

131-11111
Caldw ell,
Rotteseel.
ins.
Kohne, Rob Allen. 1 inns Norris. Vat
Rustic and Matt I ord. were pia% mg
their final games in Spartan uni
SJSU added a third goal nisi r is cr
five minutes into the second halt, as
forward Mgt Ingason got his second
goal of the season.
The goal was set up when Picchi
heat a Brown defender to the hall on
the sideline, dribbled it into Bruin territory and passed it across the middle
Ingason

Volleyball team makes short work of 49ers, Anteaters
By Karin I.. Small
Daily staff writer
SJSU’s volleyball team .11 ell its
record to 23-4 overall, 11 -I in the
PCAA by picking up a pair tit road
wins over Long Beach State on Friday
and UC-Irvine on Saturday.
Six of SJSU’s last eight matches
have been away. and the team has
come away a loser only twice. The
Spartans - ranked third in the
coaches’ poll and fourth in the NCAA
haven’t lost a match since
poll
dropping one to UC-Santa Barbara on
Oct. 25.
SJSU has now won live matches
in a row.
At Long Beach. the Spartans
made quick work of the 49ers. setting
them down 15-6. 15-10. 15-5. Maria
Healy paced SJSU’s hitting attack with
10 kills for a .769 percentage. as Long
Beach State dropped to 10-16 overall.
3-12 in the PCAA.
In Irvine’s Crawford Hall the following night. the story was much the
same for the Spartans, as they swept
the hapless Anteaters (1-15. 7-24) in
three games. 15-9. 15-9, 15-11.
Shawna DiBittso led SJSU with 10
kills and 12 digs.

ol the Anteaters’ most consistent players. according to LIC-Irv me coach
Mike Punt,. But he said the team has
hail a lough season.
SJSU assistant coach John Corbelli said the Spartans. while pleased
with their success, are still having
problems with their mental game.
"Technically our game is coming
around," Corhelli said. "We’re executing and scoring points. but I guess
we (the coaches) haven’t convinced
the girls that being inentally tough is
important.
"We’ve never been afraid of
playing a tough opponent, and it’s easier to get up for the tougher teams.
What we have to learn how to do is to
stay into those matches.that we don’t
really care about
Corhelli said the coaches weren’t
happy that UC-Irvine scored 29 points
against SJSU in the match.
’We allowed the weaker team, in
this case Irvine. to set the tempo of the
match, something we’ve been doing
all year.’ Corhelli said. "We tend to
play at the other team’s level, which
makes the match last longer than we’d
like.

Sue
standouts
UC-Irvine
Olszewski. Carolyn Janisch and Anjie
Crabb played tough in the back row.
but it wasn’t enough.

"They shouldn’t have scored
more than 15 points. hut we let down
and allowed them to benefit from our
errors. It was just a lack of mental elfort."

Sophomore middle Mocker Kris
Roberts. one of the nation’s leaders in
blocks with 77 solo and 67 assists
going into the weekend, has been one

Corbelli said the team is focusing
its attentions on a rematch with UCSanta Barbara on Thursday in Spartan
Gym, hut he added that how they play

SAN JOSE STATE

UNIVERSITY

Corbelli expects a tough match
from the Gauchos, hut said SJSU can
pull off another victory .
"We had been on a long road trip
when we met them (UCSB) last. and
we were tired. 11 we play our game for
the whole match. I think we’ll win, he.
cause we’ve got confidence that our
game IN stronger than most right
now . Corbelli said.

’We’re executing and
scoring points, but I
guess we (the coaches)
haven’t convinced the
girls that being
mentally tough is
important.’
-John (7orbelli,

Saturday, Nov 15,
Seals $s

1

SPARTAN STADIUM PG&E ACADEMIC

"Something else you
may have mythed "
44.1,0

PCAA names Locy top player of week
Spartan quarterback Tony
hwy, in his first start for SJSU, has
been selected the PCAA offensive
player of the week for his performance in Saturday’s win over Fullerton State.
stan in place
Lot:).

of the injured Mike Perez, tossed
three scoring strikes in the second
quarter to lead the way for the Spartans. The junior was 22 of 33 for
278 yards, and he was not intercepted.

r.1 Reuben’s
PRESENTS

COLLEGE 4#
NITE

every tues.
9 Close

,

4

.44S

ENJOY MUSIC
PRIZES, AND
DRINK SPECIALS

30 p

Muth: College students are poor.

WELL
$1.50

DRAFT
$1.00

Fact: Nearly 60% of the SJSU population has an
annual income of $5.000 or more. More
than 18% have a yearly Income of at least
$30.000.

EXCELLENCE DAY

HALFTIME FEATURE

DALLAS
COWBOYS
CHEERLEADERS

Myth: College students don’t read the school newspaper.

Weather Permitting

’ Fact: More than 86% of the population at SJSU
read the Spartan Daily.

ALSO

Special Performance
America and her music
at
San Jose Civic Auditorium
Nov. 14, 8 p.m.
$10.00
$7.50
$5.00
$4.00

Call 277-3171 Today!
–).1 LEI

4 .

room." Caldwell said. "The guys
Ingason struggled with the ball,
kicking It around a hit. hilt finally put used it and got the goals when we
needed them
it past Stanoch for the score.
’ It vs 45 a good cross from Picchi.
Brown is located in Pros idence.
I got ii sn inv right loot and my left
R.1.. and is in the Ivy League.
one is the better one." Ingason said.
It was the first time ever that any
"I was nisi trying and trying and fi- Brown team has played against an
nally it went In..,
SJSU team.
The Spartans were outshot by the
Bniins. 11-9, hut it was SJSU that
"This is one of our biggest wins
seemed to press the whole way
of the year. They’re a good team."
"We plaj,ed well up front I
SJSU midfielder Allen said. "It was a
thought we were getting a lot of good victory for us."

S,ISt: assistant coach

LONG BEACH
vs.
STATE
Sluderli1leseratil
Sluderti Utir*Served Seats $4
Facti1ly Slati Alumni Reserved $7

(4t

against Nevada -Reno at 7:30 tonight
will affect the Gaucho match.
"If we go out against Reno here
on Tuesday and don’t play a technically sound. mentally tough match.
we’ll be using up energy that could be
used against Santa Barbara." Corbelli
said. "We want to use a minimum
amount of energy on Tuesday so that
we can he strong for UCSB."

77-F

1

, er

WIN
SJSU
FOOTBALL
TICKETS
1/11.41 be 21-1.1).Required
Ippropriale Dress Required

T"
VIDEO DANCE

WINE
$1.00

WIN
SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE
CERTIFICATES

9.10 HIacwm Hill Rd.
Sim Jose
(408) 227-552/
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Nicaraguan insists media
misinforms people in U.S.
NICARAGUA, front page

an

p Daily staff photographer

!mom,: Arguello ne Iluper. Nicaragtia’s ,onsul general in Washington. says
the I S. government has misinformed its citizens about Nicaragua.

1

the Nicaraguan court earlier last week hoping to
receive lenient sentence.
Huper read a press release from the Republic of Nicaragua. dated Oct. 16 that has not appeared in any newspaper, she said.
The press release was given to all the major
newspapers in the United States, but was not reported because, according to Huper, the media
in the United States is trying to make it look as if
Hasenfus has been sentenced before his trial.
The press release said Hasenfus will be
tried by Nicaraguan laws and will be granted
many of the same rights to which U.S. defendants are entitled.
The right to an open and public trial, a presumption of innocence and the right to appeal the
sentence to a higher court, were a few of the
rights granted to Hasenfus.
Huper said she has been getting many questions from college students about why Hasenfus
was not allowed a U.S. attorney or to serve his
sentence in the United States. Huper pointed out
that Nicaraguan law is no different than U.S. law
in this respect.
If a Frenchman were arrested in the United
States, he would only be tried in the United
States, allowed only a U.S. attorney and would
verse Ills sentence, if any, in the United States.
Huper

However Kandis Scott, director of the
Santa Clara University law clinic, said a French
attorney could represent a defendant in the
United States with consent of the court.
Huper said U.S. citizens are not only misinformed by our government about Hasenfus’s
trial, hut are misinformed about the type of government in Nicaragua.
"One of the biggest misconceptions about
Nicaragua the U.S. people have, not all the people of the United States but what (the media)
have been trying to make them believe, is that
we are a Marxist, Leninist, Communist country
that is exporting revolution, that we are a menace to the security of this country." Huper said.
"It would he funny if it wasn’t so tragic."
Huper said the U.S. people are led to believe Nicaragua is supporting the revolution in El
Salvador. This cannot he true, she said, because
her country is non-aligned.
"We are Sandinistas, and that is all we are.
We believe in relations with every country. We
don’t choose our friends simply because they
have money or they don’t have money." Honer
said. "We are a non-aligned country and want to
keep non-alligned."
The people of Nicaragua believe in justice
above all else. Huper said. Justice, in Nicaragua,
means just distribution amongst everybody of
whatever wealth and poverty the country might

have, she said.
"We are also gin irig the people a chance for
an education and health, all the things they have
been denied for so many years," Huper said.
Huper insists there is no Contra movement in Nicaragua..
The Contras, she said, are made up of the
more than 12.00(1 Somoza National guardsmen
who fled the country in 1981.
"Most of them (Contras) went to countries
like Honduras, El Salvador and Guatemala.
They are not only from the United States, but
they are Argentinian people, people from South
America." Huper said.
"They have been recruiting mercenaries
from all over. They have been trained to kill and
that is all they know."
Despite U.S. government support of the
Contras. Huper is encouraged by the North
American grassroots movement for peace in Nicaragua.
You have no idea what it (U.S. peace
movement for Nicaragua) means to the people in
Nicaragua. it means a lot." Huper said.
"We know the difference (in the people of
the U.S.). and we want them to make the difference they have been making. And we want our
people to know that not all the Yankees are
doing them wrong.

Speaker claims U.S. manipulating Nicaraguan Indian tribes
Its Dan K ler and
Mali Marlin
Daily stall writers
The CIA is turning the isk no. Sumu and Rama Indians of Nicaragua against the revolutionary Sandinista gov eminent. said Vernon Bellecourt. a representative of the
American Indian Movement, an alliance of Indians native to
the Americas.
The CIA armed and trained them for more than six
years by telling them they are fighting for the natural resources of the country. liellecourt told 40 students gathered
in the Campus Ministry on Thursday. alternoon.
Reflection was invited to speak on campus by the Central America Solidarity Association. an SJSU student orgamutation which opposes U .5. intervention in Nicaragua
Bellecourt said he tell compelled to tell students what
Is happening in Nicaragua.
’II (students) don’t understand what is going on in Nicaragua. their education is going to he disrupted by them
having to go to war," Bellecourt said.
Whatever the United States wants to call it, the situation in Nicaragua is still counter-revolution %. the revolution. Bellecoun said.
The CIA is not telling the Indians the truth, he said.
They are not lighting to protect Nicaragua’s natural resources
"Amerita exploits the natural resources:* Rellecoun
said.

The rivers and lakes are polluted with cyanide and
mercury dumped there by North American companies who
have been getting rich at the expense of the natural resources and the pool nat iv es of Nicaragua, he said.
The native Indian philosophy is based on a belief that
Mother Earth is the core 01 life, humanity being an intergral
pan of their homeland, Bellecourt said.
There are millions of nail\ e Indians who have been
displaced by western imperialism in North and Central
America, he said.
There are 100 million Indians in South and Central
America being systematically alienated from their native
land through the efforts of the CIA, Bellecoun said.
In much the same way as 19th century American expansionists tried to alienate the American Indian from the
land and from each other. the CIA today is turning South
and Central American Indians into state -sponsored termrists
sent to fight against each other, he said.
"These indigenous people were here before the lands
of America were carved up by governments, w ith slate lines
and boundaries... he said.
Bellecourt said he has been in Nicaragua several times
to help hold the South American Indian population together
against a common cause. On one visit, he was on an observation team supervising the first election under the revolutionary government. he said.

from page I

front the A.S. general budget.
The major lunding source for the
budget is the S to annual tee which all
students are required to pay-.
The figures :ire appro.% I mat ions.
Sauer said, because the full amount 01
services provided on a year-lit-year
basis is yet lithe determined.
Gunter is one ot two student
members of a CSU task lorce compd.
ing a survey to determine the extent of
A.S. custodianship and auxiliary sers -

ices at the 19 ( ’,I. campuses
A questionnaire. set to be completed this week. vs ill he sent to all
campus business ollices asking for an
explanation 01 the s anotis charges.
Gunter said, and will then he turned
over to student body organi/ations lutr
input.
In a report to A.S. President Tom
Boothe. Gunter outlined his objections
to custodianship and auxiliary service
charges:
CS1’ student governments are

on the leo
"auxiliary 0iganitations
in good standing," and have earned
the right to fiscal self-government.
CSU student governments are
already monitored by competent business administrators who work within
the
organization
- -therefore
custodianship is wasteful and redundant.
SJSU’s student government is
not primarily a commercial service as
are the Student Union and Spartan
Shops. ,ind should not he charged for
111S111,11", SCI

Legislator calls for banning of bilingual forms
LOS ANGELES
Rilingual wellare appltitiotis. driver’, tem,
and other state service lorms 111:ts lace
extinction now that the English -on Iv
Initial ive has passed. a legislator has
vowed.
re golng to have a whole lot
of hills.. 10 eliminate multilingual state
applications. said Assemblyman Frank
Hill. R -Whittier. honorary vice chair
man of the California English Cam
paign. which sponsored Proposition
63. Voters approved the measure by a
71 percent to 27 percent margin Tuesday
and
"II we’re not suc.essItil
we might not he because the Legis
(attire is still controlled by liberals

There are 100 million
Indians . . . being systematically
alienated from their native land
through the efforts of the CIA.

Slides presented at the seminar depicted a public billboard listing the candidates of seven different political par-

CSU fiscal charges improper use
of student fees, A.S. director says
CHAR(

The Sandinista revolutionary government reconstructed the nation. Bellecourt said. recognizing and encouraging political and socio-economic decisions of the native
Nicaraguan Indians.
But, that goes against the "Conquistadore mentality"
held by Ronald Reagan and other U.S. leaders, past and
present. Bellecourt said.
"The U.S. wants to destroy the Nicaraguan model because it takes into consideration the needs of the people over
Vernon Bellecourt, needs of corporations." he said.
"Our organization is welding a united front of AmeriAmerican Indian Movement representative
can oppressed people. who we call Indians," he said. When
he refers to America. he said he not only means North
ties. Bellecourt said no one candidate received a large ma- America hut also Central and South America.
tie said the Indians of North America have been in a
jority of votes, especially the Communist and Socialist
revolutionary struggle for their homeland long before the
party candidates.
The Sandinista party. FSLN. was the legitimate choice Russian Revolution. "We have been in a struggle for our
homelands ever since Columbus set foot in America.
of the people. Bellecourt said.
Bellecourt said he believes communist and socialist in"The reason we are doing this is that we, the native
(American) Indians, are concerned with the crimes that are fluences in Nicaragua would he more effectively countered
perpetrated from this country which is our sacred land." by the United States it they provided such love in the form
of aid and instruction.
Bellecourt said.
Bellecourt. explaining American Indian involvement
Why. Bellecourt asked, is the United States supporting
such governments as Pinoche’s in Chile or Botha’s in South in Nicaragua, quoted Black Hawk, a 19th century chieftain,
Africa. where millions of human twines are being exploited who asked "why do you people insist upon taking with a
gun what you could have with love?"
for the profit of a few?

then well package them all together.
go hack to our network 01 MOE vol
unteers. put it on the ballot and pass it
over the heads of the Legislature... he
said.
The only state services that
should he available in other languages

are public health, saki> and justice. he
added.
Proposition 63 declares the state
must do nothing to diminish the role of
English and grants anyone doing business in California the right to sue it
state ol
Is take such actions.

PEPSI PRESENTS THE CSN SATELLITE CONCERT TOUR

This holiday season,
get the’ Write Stuff’
at the right price.
Now you can get the competitive
edge when classes begin in January. With a
Macintosh’ personal computer, and all the
write extras.
We call it the Macintosh "Write Sluff"
bundle. You’ll call it a great deal! Because
when you buy a Macintosh "Write Stuff"
bundle before January 9, 1987, you’ll receive
a bundle of extrasand save $250.
Not only will you get your choice of a
Macintosh 512K Enhanced or a Macintosh
Plus, you’ll also get an Image Writer’ 11
printer, the perfect solution for producing
near letter-quality term papers or reports,
complete with graphs, charts, and
illustrations.
Plus, you’ll get MacLightning,
the premier spelling checker containing an 80,000 word dictionary
with options for

thesaurus, medical or legal dictionaries.
Together with your favorite Macintosh word
processing software, you can transform
your notes into the clearest, most letter
perfect papers you ever turned out. And
turned in on time.
What’s more, there’s a Macintosh
Support Kit filled with valuable accessories
and computer care products from 3M.*
Complete with all the things you need to
keep your Macintosh running long after
you’ve graduated.
Let us show you how to get through
college better, faster, and smarter. Stop in
and see us for more information.

.Advertising Sales
Become part of a network of over
85 college campuses nationwide.
Gain valuable work experience
while going to school selling
display advertising in your class
schedule. Restaurant guides.
coupons and student buying guides
sections 101)q guaranteed
readership
We offer
* Flexible hours to lit schedule.
Excellent commissions paid
weekly %MI car espense and
generous bonus structure.
Complete training with bonus.
We require:
Courteous and outgoing
personality.
Will to win over adversity.
Previous sales experience.
Call today for local interview
18001822-4004
Ask for M. Roger Pierce

Take a front row, center section seat in a London harbor warehouse
for a live, ninety-minute concert by the hottest groups in British post
And you’ll never have to leave the campus.

November 14, 1986, 6:00 pm
WHERE Spartan Pub
WHEN:

ADMISSION

FREE!

t Save $100 off the combined price of a Macintosh
and Image Writer II, receive a free copy of
MacLightning with a retail value of $100. receive the
Macintosh Support Kit free with a retail value of
$50.00.
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hon. will only be available tor the old
Science Building.

Dick Asher. president 01 Poly Gram Records, spoke about the music
videos and other aspects of the music
industry to approximately 75 people in
the Studio Theatre Thursday. But his
main concern was money
As much as music is an an lorm
and people enjoy what they do. it has
to deliver a profit.- Asher said.
Passage of Proposition 56 w ill
provide about $6 million to SJSli The
money will he applied to three campus
projects - - renovation 01 the old Science Building and Dwight Bente, Hall
and expansion 01 Central Plant. But
construction funds. totaling 55.7 mil-
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

CHILD ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM Enhance personal & professional growth as Volunteer in
tern in worid renowned local
program
Counseling. support
services merlon data processing.
public awereness. fund.raising.
elc Si- & mono -lingual, 0., me -

our

)ors, grad 0 undergred Experience from clerical to post -grad.
Intro-lo extrovert WE NEED YOU

are

Neer

cernpus ICEF PO Box
952, S J 95106, 780-5055
RESEARCH PAPERS 15 276 AVAII ABI F. Catalog $2 00
r ch.
11322 Idaho 020607 Los An.
gales
90025
VISA MC
C00.(213) 477-8474

or

TWO CUTE KITTENS for FREE" Call
Craig
at
225-0744.
Monday
through Sunday atter 3pm

tyand

AUTOMOTIVE
BUGS FOR SI F.’ San Jokes best
RUGS All guaranteed," 100". ti
fencing. OAC Call VW Restoration at 797-13200 $700 discount on
vehicle purchase v. univ to

hewer
72

ten-

filen
forth

n

YELLOW GHIA excel cond
I
owner.
below
blue
book.
62750 120.000 mls Ph 795-9096
VW BUG, mags am Im cassette,
auto alarm, rebuilt engine Runs
greet. 51500, call 773-3453
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COMPUTERS
APPL F

MACINTOSH USERS
Rent
time on a I aserWriter Plus
printer
Wordprocessing
and
straight typing services also Call
DAYSTAR al 356 7717 Pickup
and delivery Reasonebie rates,
quality work,

TEL EPHONE

SAI ES -part time Sell
subscriptions to the Mercury News Guaranteed 54 50 hr plus

commission Shins SAM. PM or
4 30PM 8 30PM
Mon -Fri
plus
Sat Call today (4081983-1800

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE HOUSING" STUDENT
DISCOUNT Fully furnished. secure and sole rooms FREE utilities and housekeeping servIce
Reasonable rates -shared or oi0.
gle available Walking distance to
San Jose State Office 72 N 5th
ST 998.0234
FOR RENT" Detached pool house lull
kitchen balh. unfurnished 105
Altos. $375 964-2406
FURNISHED BEDROOM. kitchen priv’ages Prete, Female nonsmoker
$300 rno plus sec 8 I 2 oil 971.
741143 alter 9pm, leave message
NONSMOKER NEEDED TO share con
do 5350 mo
1 2 011. turn MBA.
bath, lacurri. pool 258-5528
NONSMOKER WANTED TO share
townhouse rurn
MAR vo pvl
bath 8 deck Garage fireplace
pool. tennis $350 fiat 27443085
(PISS)

BOOM.

ktchn 0 bth
sm rrn for
bdrm or office 2 blks 1rm SJSU.
8400 mo
sec
295-7280
eves wknds

1920 s CLASSIC 1 bdrrn w bonus rrn
Must 60 0000 quiet & sober 551
5 6th St $450 Cell Robert 7137
2077 after 5pm

LOST & FOUND
OST CAT FEMALE longhair Siamese
SJSU area We miss her’ Call 2772923 or 295-4130 ask tor Gall

PERSONAL

COMPUTER EASE Computer lime or
private instruction on the IBM PC,
In Wordstar wordpertect writing
mslistant or professional editor
South San Jose home Afternoon
classes only 727-1990
DISK TO DISK CONVERSIONS
11314 MS-DOS CPU Al TOS
Portables-OSBORN TRS-60
Over 500 Disk tormats
Stand a disk
Word Pro
Tapes
cessors-Mag
Prompt Service PU 8 Delivery
heroData
Creative
ic..
(40112866-60130
IBM KT COMPATIBt F 256k. 7 drives.
montlor. keyboord. MG P. 5695
MOM
20MR hard distr drive,
monitor keyboard $41095 Dot
matrix printer $240 Letter quality. $795 One block from campus
404 S 3rd St .02. corner of San

BACKACHE," Free examination 1.
care as part of s research protect
If you have had low back pain for
more than 6 months & are 20-55
yrs old please call Palmer College 01 Chiropractic West at (408)
244-8007.0.1 401
FEMAL F COMPANION WANTED to
live with sincere handicapped
man Please call Brian at 798.
2308
HAPPY BIRTHDAY KAREN PATTER
SON’ You re tinnily 1E" Now go
have some tun legtilly’ I ove ye
your too. end Inc gang’
HEIM len AN EXTREME( Y SHY 8
lonely man in dire need or a data
to the Delta Sig pledge dance Female preferred, no esperience
needed, morals are optional Call
Steve Sebastian al 295-5070

Salvedor PC-COM, 295-1606

FOR SALE
FUTONS"’ 00110y cotton products
Create your own Irving & sleeping
op.. with our futons pillows
e nd frames Custom Futons 8 Pillows Plus. 302 El Paseo Shopping
Center (et Sambas. 6 Campbell
aces). San Jose. 378-5646 IV.
discount on Futons with this ad
I SELL OWL 3’ ONE model and sire
123-1 Of bike but you can own a
new 12 -speed for less Men 585
MHC Bicycle Sales offers low
cost transportation needs to, the
student 30 day guarantee All
sales final Call Days 942-7736
Eves 293-47130 Ask for Jo.
WHY BUY SEMINAR COURSES" Bor
row them from us’ Reel Estate
Motivational Sales 13 Business
bowie-study courses Hundreds
to choose from, Well also accept
any used courses for credit to
ward the annual tee UNI IMITED
borrowing The Seminar Library
1.00)1324-2222 s 132

HELP WANTED
ATTENTION Alt CI UBS, Need a tund
teller, No sales Paid for needed
service Cell 255-6675

/OUR JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIATION’, Shabbat dlnners, parties.
Sunday brunches. lectures. TuesIsmail
I unch and learn,
day
dancing, holiday Celebrations
For Information call Millet al 294O 311
HI OR" Thanks /Or a great weekend
Hope it wee better than e 124
Love, KB
MEN s GROUP FOR MATURE MALE
student s6 professionals. growth
In a supportive setting Call Paul
I evin MD 358-3757 or George
Gottlieb MFCC 356-1911
earnings per week equal $185
Tull (40) earnings per week equal
5370 No experience is needed be,
cause ol our Intensive on the job
training progrern Good math and
reading skills are n plus Some
evening and weekend positions
ate available and some fleviblilty
is allowed during fine’ exams in
addItton. If you quality, corporate
scholarships are awarded. Inter
nships are possible end you may
earn 2.3.4 Credits per quarter or
semester During your winter.
spreng and especially summer
breaks, full lime work Is avallble
Call today for Int ormelion sedan
interview or call Monday through

EARN $480 weakly. 560 per hundred
stuffed Guaranteed
envelopes
Homeworkers needed for company propel stuffing envelopes
end essemblIng materials Send
stamped self addressed envelope
to JBK Mall Co . P 0 Box 25-t
Castslc. L.:2 91310
FRESHMAN SOPHMORE- Clerk Typist Type 40WPM, Willow Glen
area 12-20 hours per week Call
for appointment 266-8781
HOUSECLEANING NEEDED NEM Y
we bi-monthly 2-3 hrs Call after
tpm at 377.9003

JOBS’ JOBS, JOBS, ideal for students Join our marketing staff
Take now and renewal rnegarine
Order, by phom Mon Ihru Weds
Sat 11) Sun Ouletanding mming
pOtentlei Call 370-9090
KIDDIE WORI D TOYS. 3640 Stevens
Creek Blvd, San Jots, 2411100
Warehouse. sales. cashier poll
hens open Apply at Kiddie World
NO call.
FOR PART TIME work’
Togo’s at 900 N Ebel St Is hiring
for day thee position* Pleftoe 0511
2117-4570 or inquire within

LOOKING

fiScOONALD’ NOW HIRING, Premium
MN. hOurs flexible around school
ISChedule Two-Ilve days. 10-35
Interviews til-F 3-4pen
hrs. WS
Contact Mike or Lucy at 356-3095.
15475 Los Demo. Blvd

war REISS

MEI

No
for

prepering
firm
Heron
CM-lateen work and semester
break arortr If accepted you will
eern

$975

PART TIME JOBS" We market auto
club memberships for the melon
oil companies Pert-Ilme, may
hours, weekly paychecks $7 to
$15 hourly commission. complete
’reining provided Greet expert.
erne for your resume e C Smith
Corp. 247-0570
RFC

JESSICA’. NIGHTCLUB, 1001 S 1st
St , needs welter ma. brIndrs. DJ
Call 297-7272 279-8683 tor Into

PART I FUt I

Friday between 10 AM -2 PM 14081
275-9885 It the line Is busy.
please be Nihon, and try eosin
An equal opportunity company

Starting, Part time PO)

3-4 eves wk ,
IDA . 55 75 hr
6prn.9prn City of Milpitas. apply
457F Calaverao Blvd .902-2470

SAL FS’ EARN MORE then 20% by
selling insulation to home own
era Call 280-0245 after 5prn

SUPPORT YOUR SCH001 while you
support yourself Great export.
once, Hiring immediately Earn up
to StO plus hr Close to campus,
evening only Telemarketing wIth
anew twist Must have good cornmunicstion skills ond command
of the English language Call now,
Deb AMley, SJSU Annual Fund
277.9206
TEACHERS I AIDES for preschool
area 6 ECF unit. preferred
61iS
(408)723-1131

FOR

TEACHERS
preschool

SMAI L professional
elm caring

with

sphere Need ECE. enthuslisarn,
and croefloily Flexible hours
friendly staff Little Scholers Pre.
och.01, 236-1474 or 774-4729
TEl EMARKETING RADIO TIME PART
few
TIME We mr looking for
outspoken people to mil elf terra
This position require. s good

TOPAY.

COMIC

Delta Sigma Phi has mined into a
new house in order to promote inure

55

growth and ’merest in the house. said
fraternity president Jim Knoll. The fraternity moved trout South Halt Street
to 645 S. HI th St

Sports

Judy Gorman -Jacobs, a singersongwriter-feminist. presented -A
Histirry itt WOMCD in Music- Thursday in the Music Building. At the free
Blirkship.
the per-tomer-composer
said women have been estraordiary

voice and. strong desire to make
money Call Mrs Green al 1773600

A ROII6H MOO- CAST
5//re 7/7FAT,
6106 ANOWER

OMPUIVE
46 air roc

IERES TOWS

The Spartan Football team beat
Fullerton State 48-24 Saturdo clinching at least a tie tor the PCAA championship and furthering its chance of
competing in the California Bowl.

The Real World

Manuel Ruiz
IN 465..1 TV on& Nett, ONLY
4arEA,Cdf,i LANC672/910
Coe 461 80LUR el! E041. 1.4471o61 00 pop music...

4/NT PEtlItS STRANGE?

CAM sxr Paw r -mucla

am

ON YEAH? Wei. ’VA
bISl’E4IuOKa To THEM SINGE
&FORE

Classified
ADULT (XXX) CLASSIFIED MAGAZINE
FREE’ Can 255-0724 (recording)
toilet your copy 24 hrs FREE

Berke Breathed
5//T. PLE.A5e it-HAP

WRY.
/8r m31

LI* WY
In M1.

MUSIC.

She said women have been estraordmary contributors to music . .

The 13 -space lot in tront of the
athletic oilier will be made available
for disabled student parking because a
new employee parking lot in !hint of
Duncan Hall is evpected to open early
this week.
The new lot is also open to students with night parking im-mits. and
holds 26 cars.

icy
ind
the
)i-th
Ni-

contributors to

.C.11,N13 I 0010 r L.LireiV
To
sEtt ours

:we/t

rf

Left ToTAILIWAMS sum!

-tit.

Lire

41/6V

NATIONAL GAO -RI contact club 18 .
men and women Confidants’, low
rates Send SASE to NGCC. P0
Box 28781-5. San Jose, Ca
95159
NEED 100 OVERWEIGHT PFOPI F to
fry new herbal weight control program No dregs no exercise
100..) guaranteed Call (408) 245.
7503
PENPA1 S FOR GROWN-UPS avail
wridwde, write PEN SOCIETY
(C 16) Charley. L ancs. England
PROFESSOR s FOAM Fil FS available
for
Engineering
required
113
courses In CF FF. ME and Mat
Eng’) FIT, Calculus Chemistry
and Physics Available at Spartan
Bookstore 8 Roberts Book Store
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PERMANENT V" Confidential, 335 S
Baywood Ave
San Jose Call
247-7466 for appointment
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christlen Center Sunday.i. utheran 10 45 am
Catholic 4 00 and Li 00 pm Please
cell Campus Ministry at 798-0204
for worship.counselIng.programs
end study opportunities
Rev
Natalie Shires.F. Bob I eger,Sr
Joan Panetta,
flab.’

Rev

Sorb

Fir,

YOUNG lIFE WORKERS needed Get
Involved in an exciting urban
youth ministry In Fasl Central S J
Call 259.3674 for info

SERVICES
BARE IT All" Stop shaving, waxing,
tweezing let me permanently remove your unwanted heir (chin,
516101, tummy moustache, back.
shoulders. etc} 15f, discounts to
students and lacuity Call before
Christmas. 1986 & gel your 1st
noel al 1 2 price Unwanted hair
disappears with my care Gwen C
Cheigren, RE Cell 559-3500 for
moo . 1645 S Moron, Awe C
HAIR TODAY GONE TOMORROW
IS THAT DESIGN project
due 8 you have no resources for
ideas or whet to build, SHI Elec
honks is committee to Merino
low cost electronlc (cOmpOnent)
computer information needs for

EE’s IC’s"

the student Can Days 942-7736,
Eves 293-4780 ask lot Joe
IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY will con.
suit with SJSU student tor 30 minutes FREE Practice Molted lo all
aspects of imrnigrstion and not,
rsilietion law
Office located
within 10 minutes from campus
Cali Robed Ng et (4081 789.8400
101 .0 appointment
KEYS MADE, I OCKOUTS OPENED.
autos (most foreign 8 domestic)
Horne & business. rekeying. locks
8 deadbolts Instelled Mobilebondedlicensed Open 9 to 6prn.
Mon thru Sat (Sun by appointment) EMERGENCIES ANYTIME
Ron Hughes owner member -10 A,
11A

Evergreen i ocksmIth 8 Security Service. call 270-3277. Si
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAI
for
men and women Special rale with
faculty or student ID Private 8
confidentiel Weekdays, evenings
A Saturday Sunnyvale Flectroly.
Ms Center doll Business Park at
Hwy 101 8 N Fairooks Ave 14081
734 3115
PROFESSIONA1 RESEARCH for writ
ers scholars. and public officials
Speclailring In historical, politi.
cal biographical topics Student
dIscounts available For free Into.
Cl 0, 6003 8 Maiors Lane
Columbia. MD 21045
write

RUNNERS, ATH1 ETES" Deep tissue
muscle work for an extra compel,
ante edge and increesad 011,
clency Call Richard at 272-8348
STUDENT DENIM OPTICAI PL AN
Enroll now’ Save your teelh eyes
and money too For information
end brochure see A S
call 14011) 371-61)11

Office or

TRAVEL

A CASH REBATE
$5 cash discount
to new customers on reports 10
pages one page tree typIng on
reports 2,9 pages Professional
typist and skilled word processor
aserWrIter Plus printing Pickup
and delivery Highest quallty work
al student rates Sr 50 page Cell
DAYSTAR el 356-2717

Wanda Folk

School Daze
onc FINI- GM, AT

ACCURACY

AL WAYS Professional
results every lime Theses pa
pers, resumes and dissertallons
Serving Evergreen. 55.1 8 e taw
minutes from SJSU Student discount fylth this out or ID Call
1400)224-0052

SOADRITy

*4,4

ITS NOT Ffilef
NOT FRI?!
.....,...

,
-,1

persherscriptIon
No lob too
smell’ Student discounts Neer
SJSU Teachers welcome’ Office
Alternatives, 294-2974

e

174EIR WRY
OLL1A1 SlI3P -

PhD moves!
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Isaac Newt

WAY WITH WORDS prompt. accurate. In erate. R A In history Wang
Word Processing, spelling errors

I..

Sheila Neal

SPIKE ESCAPES
UNDER LAND...

corrected tong manuscripts welcome Will pick up. deliver Also
...liable critical reading. assistance in rewriting Dan a Rear.
978-0277

I PLOP!

f
0
,.... 0

144

I

Li 1

I

I

Hey,

SPIKE I

BARRE SWORD PROCESSING neon
lob will process Experienced in
theses manuscripts, papers re-

.

sumes
prolessionat
back up
work Reasonable rates I called
conveniently Call lierbe at 926
4370

/IrV4

Tr-

SECRETARIAL

Student pa
pers. resumes business typing
needs word processtng Willow
Glen area Call Ilse at 267-8234

TERESA
RI OSSOM
Hill SANTA
AREA Fast, accurate typing and
word processing available seven
days a week I mited pick up
delivery 365-1012
CAI I

I INDS

FOR

Thick Crust

Eric Kieninger

word
processing
Reports
theses dissertation,. group pro pmts. resumes Guaranteed quick
return Per page and hourly rates
Transcription available Almaden
Branham erea Free disk storage
Prof Steno Typing Service 14081
764-4504

NIEs.’‘IES

FEEL
BETrer
ALex

sftve-r-

\Oh(

PROFFSSIONAI

I DO!
I FEE L
MUCH urrEc.’

CAREER PROFII FS professional resumes Or career minded people
Cover letters IL references also
Champagne service for beer bud
gets Call 255-9367
Do you have a paper due soon7 Does
It need 10 60 typed, Call today to
schedule your word processing
lob Quid’ turnaround accurate
$20, page 993-9260. Word for

Cebtrf-beisq--.

Classified

Word Enterprises SJ
EDITING WORD PROCESSING. 1559144 Emphasis on correct pune.
ruallon. sentence structure end
formatting ITurabien. APA etc)
Former English maior highly dependable Willow Glen Area easy
Mrs
Morton
Coll
to
locate
Marsh.) from 8AM-8PM at 7669040

personal legal busbents. word
processing needs Term papers,
reports, resumes, cover letters,
theses dissertations. manuals
APA
All academic formats
Spelling, grammar, punctuation
essislence All work guaranteed
Professional. confident’s, and de
pendable service or AFFORDS -

ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Term papers, research papers.
theses & dIssenetions ICompbell,
Turablen. APA 3rd ad I. screen-

RI F RATES" Free disk storage
Pam. 2472801 (Santa Clara) See
SJSU Fell 86 Directory of Classes
or additional coupon savings

plays, resumes. cover 8 follow-up
letters. manuscripts (books arti
cies, short storiesT transcription
Free SPR ’COCK, minor edit 1,1
requested), prool, disc storage
Student ’acuity discounts Quick

FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSING,
Papers of ell kinds and lengths
Sr 30 page typing 5 smiling help
Sr 65 page
typIng plus proof
reeding
Campbell area. local
pickup & delivery avsilebie, Call

turnaround 246.5625

TYPIST" Near I eigh A Cernden Reports term popery etc
Corrmleble
available
Editing
From
typewriter
atectronic
51 50 double space page Cell Bin

iNE %PENSIVE. QUICK WORD pro
cesoing Sr 00 per page, no minimum Thesis dissertation. etc
RHFMA GRAPHICS .1 365-9030
NEED THAT FORGOTTEN PAPER
typed hist" I el me help, Term p.pars, letters, reports, theses. re
search papers
last and prof..
slomlly,
FREE
grammar
spelling assistonce Rmsoneble
rates Call Marcie at 794-6347
(work leave mostage) or
before 10 pm

na-1774

at 371.5933
F XPERIENCED SECRETARY

or your

Call 1408) 738-1676. 5.45141010
area lung range assignments
cn be submitted by moil w your
remittance
TvP.10

We use IBM RI
COMPUTER, Word Stem and letter
quality printer Resume 55 up
Typing SI 50 pg double space
One block from campus PC.
COM, 404 S 3rd St all corner of

PPrn thee., Mae.,
lotion etc 57 page Resume $15
Call 140131923.7461 369 F WIlIlem
St San Jose

RESUME & TYPING

PROFESSIONAL TYP1ST.term papers,
Accurate. prompt,
theses, etc
52 25 dbl space per page Sara.
togs ares. call Joan 11 741.5886

San Salvador PCCON, 295-1606

THESES - REPORT PAPERS Word
processing is stro attention to
detail 57 pg for students. 53 pg
tor professionals Resumes SIO
Save your work on the IBM PC for
later use Grammar punctuation
in
6 spelling checked printed
Enckoon
pubitcalions quality

technical,

scientnic
protects
SI 75.53 page Call Vicki al 7913058 IBM area

OUAI iTY TYPING SERVICE tor ell
your typing needs Student rates
ranging from SI to SI 75 per page
Gulch turnaround Disk storage
Mr 30 cloys Call 1406) 946-4967

Word Processing 377.5293

Ask for Amanda or leave message
on machine

TYPING DONE REASONABLE rates
Cool Pent am 246-5633

RFI IARL F
WORD
PROCESSING
DONE at removable rates ’Nth
Will set up
Urn.
turnaround
quick
& spell check all documents Call
Kelley at 972.2907

WORD PROCESSING -RESUMES, thesis and term papers Reasonable
rates Cleanly service, able to do
bold face and rIght margin justification Call 2594446 Not tar from
SJSU

SUCCESS ENTERPRISE
PROFE S.
SIONAL typing 4, business serv,
Ices Fast, reasonable. & near uni
verslly Call (408)292.4047

PUT YOUR WORDS in their best perspective
Experienced
professional word processing papers,
theses. resumes Specialist in

1366-6960

EXCEL LENT TYPING SERVICE Term
papers. theses, resumes, dieser.
tslions etc tor students end faculty We also do tape 1r/inscription and bookkeeping Free date
storage Call 245.1769

RESUMES,
COVERT OTTERS.
end
business correspondence Assistance with vocabulary sentence
structure, end town If requested
Call 266-9448

PROCESS IT WRITE" Faculty and stu
dents can rely on accurate
timely production ol newsletters.
reports resumes pubilmtions,
monuscrIpts,
correspondent..
etc Will aid In grammar spelling punctuation For prompt. 7 day
response
Nave message tor
Pamela m11408)275 6253

students, inWORD PROCESSING
structors small business TOIT
papers, thesis resumes, manuals di...dation, mass moiling,
spelling check, etc Reasonable
rates Cell K A R Desk Top Serv
ices em 274-7562 Plck up end de
livery avollable
WORDPROCESSING ON state of 1M
art equipment Papers, grants.
etc Discount 002nd lob Call 3703494

TYPING SERVICE Or student. end In.
structors Dependable reliable
accurate work Reasonable rates
Sr 50 pg
Assignments 10 pgs
and over will be accepted only

FEE. TYPING and Secretor’s! Sere,
icm Fast accurate work available seven days a week I nettled
in the Blossom Hill Santa Teresa
area 1 imbed pick-up and dell,
cry Call 365-1017
mik

Print Your Ad Here

1029
A BEAUTIft/1 PAPER every time Ex
perienced, prof *salons! word pro
ceasing
papers
theses.
resums nice overflow,
mwsletters Student Discounts
Guaranteed work Only 10 min.
utes from campus Words and
more (Pernelat 923-7610
ABSOLUTELY,
ACCURATE,
ACCOUNTABLE for telephonere that
tools typing that’s tops-lty
Tony -296-2067 51 SO pro page
double spaced All work gustenteed
Trust Tony 296-2007
Thanks
ACADEMIC
AND
PROFESSIONAL
word promming P J a word pro.
ceasing otters quality guaranteed
work at competitive rates Experienced In thesis, term papers
group proNcla. resumes, manuscripts 11 letters I ousted In North
San Jose, only minutes from campus Call P J .1 923-7309
ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING Ail
II

group protects wel
come Spell check every time, tree
dhlk .10rege rhilabose capability
Standard 8 micro cassette transcription Word pr. trng
word

AJI3’

,ft

NO
9qt

A.
X’Sli.

AMY Wit I TYPE your paper for only
SI per page double spaced On
campus each day tor pickup & deiivery Call 749.4075, leave message

AARDVARKS DON’T TYPE, but I do,
Theses, dIsmrlatIons. reports
Eight page minimum. Ms months
free diet) storage Orr -line word
processing, ask for Jove at 264-

A

....7-FK te>E0
lb Be
MERL .

,

/

rHEr HAVE

WIChEi5’
5

II _,

AFFORDABLE WORD PROCESSING
Speciallring in resumes term pa

BECK

motoos

voxol--moy oo
HAUE AN 40/1 501411 LIBRARY

Tvrill,

ttr" n4

17’9 TUST

.

was
toNy

dor rlr SlrivXorr
S
iiNp I 5...’ F7k5rIa9NP
LT’S SUCH 4

TOO 560M 5,64V1

TYPING

SAMNA

TOTAuy 12624NAN$88

software Hr. M-F, 030-5 30 Reserve time now for your upcom.
Mg thesis diSsertallon or manuscript Chrystal 023-0461

EXPO

SKI NORTH TAHOE" Sun n Send
Lodge, 8308 N laIn Blvd. Kings
Beach.1 Me Tahoe. Ca 95719
phone (916) 546-2515 515 per
person double occupancy. $5
each odditional Beautiful motel
on lake TO, minutes to North Star

formats
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perfect

(Count approximately 30 tellers and spaces for each

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Each
One
Day
$3 55
$4 35
$515

Two

Three

Days

Days

$435 $475
3 LineS
4 Lines
$5 15 $5.55
$600 $635
5 Lines
6 Lines $595 $680 $715
Each Additional t ine Add $80

Four
Days
$500
$5130
$660
$740

Five
Days
$520

$600
$680
$760

Extra
Day
$ 90
$1 05
$1 20
$1 35

1

I

1

1

I

1

I

1

1

11111111111i111111111J11111111111

Print Name

Semester Rates (All Issues)
10-14 Lines $6300
5-9 Lines $4600
15 Plus Lines $EW 00

Address

Phone

City & State_

7,p

Phone 277-3175

mes

Enclosed is $

Days

I Circ)ei Claudication:
IAnnouncements
I
Automotive
Travel
Stereo

Help Wanted
Housing

Personals

For Sale

lost 8 Found

Typing

Computers

Services

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS

Classified Desk Located Outside 0814208
Hours 9.00A M tot 30P M
Deadline Two days prior to publication

San Jose State University

Consecutive publication dates only

San Jose, California 95192

No refunds on cancelled ads
mom

l’age g
-

Camm,:p
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Swingin’

Man picks
all six
in Lotto

Sigma Nu, sorority members
play around for charity’s sake

Alan Dee Daily

By Janell Hall
Daily staff writer
Members of a campus fraternity
will be doing a lot of swinging this
week to help make life a little easier
for underprivileged children.
Sigma Nu is sponsoring its annual
swing-a-thon this week as its main philanthropy activity for the Toys for Tots
program.
Sigma Nu members will swing
for 1(10 consecutive hours with the
help of campus sorority members, said
Sigma Nu member Phil Letts. The fraternity will accept donations of toys
and cash at its house at 155 N. 11th St.
The swing -a-Mon began at noon
Sunday and will proceed through 4
p.m. Thursday.
Letts said the fraternity has sponsored this event for more than 30
years. He said Sigma Nu hopes to raise
$700 in cash donations and about $300
worth of toys to contribute to the Toys
for Tots program.
Money collected will he donated
to Stanford Children’s Center on behalf of Sigma Nu, Letts said.
The fraternity plans to collect
contributions at the Wednesday Night
Cinema sponsored by the Associated
Students Program Board. he said.
"The Wednesday Night Cinema
will donate $50 for up to the first 100
Greeks who attend and $25 for every
50 Greeks thereafter:. Letts said.
lie said this w ill apply to the 7

staff photographer

runt left Jennifer Jones. Ny shit liodmer, Paul Kalawici, Paul Harden and Jane Koepplinger

GE offers
choices
with new
courses
By Edward Bellerivr
Daily stall writer
As the seasons change, so do gee
eral-education requirements.
The 19147 spring semester sched
ule of classes indicates three new
courses, one leisure and two linguistiL.
that fulfill general-ed requirements
Three existing courses will now satist.
multiple categories.
Students must complete 414 units
from seven different categories to
graduate. Several categories can he
met with a single course, said Mar.
Moore, director of GE advisement
"Make sure you come up with the 4s
units. ’ Moore said.
’Leisure - Educating for Life’.
(RECLS- I I IL anew three -unit lecture
course, will fill the general-ed require
ment for human understanding and de
velopment (Area F.1. said class Instru,
tor Suzanne Mims.
SJSL1 had been the only campii-in the California State Universit,
tern that did not offer a leisure
for general-ed credit. Mirviss said.
"Language
and
Thinking’.
(LING -11 ) is a new course that sans
fies critical thinking (Area A). Stu
dents will learn how to communicate
through written, oral, visual and ele,
ironic mediums using computers, said
course Instructor Denise Murray.
"Language and Dialects iii
America" (LING -171) is also new I
will fulfill the general-ed requirement
in arts, literature, philosophy and for
eign languages (Area Ci and cultural
pluralism (Area Y).
Several
existing
general-ed
courses will also fulfill the cultural
pluralism requirement in the spring
’Asian -American Studies’’ (A AS 33
A.10 "Eastern Religions" (RFL
142) and "Language in America"
(LING 123).
Students can call the GE Hotline
at 277-3066 between 7 and ft a,m
Mondays through Fridays for further
information

ARE

SUklt

Sigma Nu hopes to
raise $700 cash and
about $300 worth of
toys to contribute to
Toys for Tots.
Phil Letts,
Sigma Nu member

and 10 p.m. showings of "Ruthless
People" tomorrow night.
"Greeks should provide identification, like wearing their letters, to
prove they are Greeks.’’ Letts said.
Students from Kennedy Elementary School will help Sigma Nu swing
Wednesday afternoon from 1:30 to
3:30 p.m. The students are expected to
bring additional toy donations.
The fraternity plans to have an
"after swing-a-thon party" at the Pacific Fish Co. restaurant Thursday evening. Lens said. Contributions of $2 or
a toy will be required at the door.
He said the fraternity hopes to get
additional funds from local businesses.

SACRAMENTO (AP)
Stephen James Conway. a computer firm employee from Rohnen Park, has won $10.7 million
as the first California lotto player
to correctly guess all six numbers
in the weekly drawing, state officials said yesterday.
Lottery spokesman Bob
Taylor said Conway’s ticket was
verified by the San Francisco district office as the sole bet, containing all six correct numbers,
which officials knew was logged
for Saturday’s drawing.
The $10,705,203 jackpot
will be paid out in equal installments over 20 years, less 20 percent for federal income taxes.
Jackpots are rolled over
each week if they are not won.
This week’s jackpot included
money carried over from the previous three weeks since lotto
drawings began.
The winning numbers selected Saturday night in the
fourth lotto drawing were 45. 7.
5, 32, 21 and 12. The bonus
number selected was 13.
The second-place prize.
$801,000, will he rolled over to
next week’s prize pool because
no one selected five 01 six numbers plus the bonus number.
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MOTOWN

The "Big Chill" Companybrings you 2 complete albums
on 1 Compact Disc. . . . at
of what you’d expect to pay!
If oii have a Compact Dime player alrea(4. or are 11110 of the 2.500.000 people who will be getting one this year. Motown has the riiusie for all your
romantic memoriesand bittersweet moments. ’law of our all-time best selling albums are now available on I Compact Disc. In fact. you’ll find
8.1 of our classic. complete Motown
iligitally encoded on 42 Compact Discs-2 Ws on ICE) at the same low price as one CH. Get a fistful of these
Moto% ti classicsand Kaye a fistful of dollars! These are complete albums, lager engineered and digitally encoded, to enhance the audio spectra 011
1111NN great songs as ’,naive never heard them. Ifs as if you were there in the Motown studios as the sounds were first created!

Write for

a

plete catalog including titles la all songs lin all COO to: CO CATALOG. Moto% o lirrorg111;orporation. 6255 Sunset Boulevard. Hollywood 90028.

ENHANCING YOUR FAVORITE MUSIC...AND YOUR WALLET!

AVAILABLE NOW AT:

TOWER RECORDS
1900 S. BASCOM AVE.

C 1986 Motown Record Corporation

At\

